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Sara Snow’s fresh living:
the essential room by room guide to
The new normal: an agenda for
a greener, healthier family and home
responsible living
Sara Snow, 2009, 648 SNOW
David Wann, 2011, 306.0973 WANN Shows busy families that they don’t have to
Transform our non-sustainable culture by
turn their lives upside down to make greener
transforming yourself. Learn how to promote choices for their loved ones and their homes
environmental health by lobbying for sustainable with affordable room by room solutions for
lifestyle habits including buying locally, using
creating an environmentally friendly home.
natural chemicals, and conserving water.

Green your routine

Conundrum: how scientific
information, increased efficiency,
and good intentions can make our
energy and climate problems worse
David Owen, 2012, 628 OWEN
Outlines a contrarian practical manifesto on
modern environmental issues that challenges
perceptions that current practices will be
sufficient, revealing facts and ways to apply
initially counter intuitive but ultimately beneficial
methods for a sustainable environment.
How bad are bananas? :
the carbon footprint of everything
Mike Berners-Lee, 2011,
363.73874 BERNERSL
Discusses the carbon footprint-the carbon
emissions used to manufacture and transport
everyday items, including paper bags and
imported produce, and provides information
to help build carbon considerations into
everyday purchases.

Green your clean
Green cleaning for dummies
Elizabeth B. Goldsmith, 2009,
648.5 GOLDSMIT
Thousands of household products contain
toxic ingredients and people are seeking more
natural cleaning methods to reduce their
exposure to harsh chemicals. From the kitchen
and bath to the living room and laundry, Green
Cleaning For Dummies provides readers with
green solutions to every common cleaning chore.

Green your diet
Farm to fork:
cooking local, cooking fresh
Emeril Lagasse, 2010,
641.5973 LAGASSE
Offers recipes that will inspire cooks to utilize
organic and locally grown seasonal produce.
Recipes are organized by growing season and
the book includes helpful tips on canning and
choosing naturally raised meat and seafood.
Fresh from the farm:
great local foods from New York
State: a guide to the best shops
and farms, with recipes
Susan Meisel & Nathalie Sann,
2010, 641.31 MEISEL
With farmstands, markets, vineyards, and
signature recipes, this is the ultimate food
lover’s guide to the natural bounty available in
and around the world’s greatest city.
The joy of hobby farming:
grow food, raise animals, and enjoy
a sustainable life
Michael Levatino, 2011,
630.68 LEVATINO
When a farm is a lifestyle, not a way to earn a
living, that's hobby farming. Learn how you
can enjoy this sustainable lifestyle, and fund
your rural dream with an off-farm income.

Green your career
Best green careers: explore
opportunities in this
rapid growing field
Learning Express, 2010
331.702 BEST
Describes the growing market for
environmentally friendly and pro-active
jobs, and provides tips for conducting job
search, creating resumes, and having a
successful interview.
Green careers for dummies
Carol McClelland, 2010,
363.70023 MCCLELLA
Discover practical tips on what jobs are out
there, what skills they require, and how to go
about landing one. Laid out in the ‘dummies’
style, with lots of bulleted lists and pointers,
the guide teaches the reader what the green
economy is, defining terms and naming key
events and resources.
Green collar jobs : environmental
careers for the 21st century
Scott M. Deitche, 2010,
333.72023 DEITCHE
Find out what green jobs are and where to
find them in this timely guide. Career paths
discussed include water resources,
environmental law, green business and
building, and global opportunities.

Greasy rider:
two dudes, one fry oil powered
car, and a cross-country search
for a greener future
Greg Melville, 2008,
333.720922 MELVILLE
This is the story of two men, a 1985 Mercedes
diesel station wagon, a grease conversion kit,
and a cross country adventure. Ride along with
them on this inspiring and informative take on
the future of alternative fuel in America.

Green your décor
Eco-chic home : rethink,
reuse and remake your way to
sustainable style
Emily Anderson, 2010,
745.5 ANDERSON
Combine beauty and style with authentic
sustainability with hundreds of tips, ideas,
and projects for every room in your house.
Find out how to repurpose items you already
have and recycle your family’s excess.

The Revolutionary Yardscape :
ideas for repurposing local
materials to create containers,
pathways, lighting, and more
Matthew Levesque, 2010,
684.18 LEVESQUE
Incorporate the unlikely into creative solutions for the garden and patio. Filled with
specific guidelines on how various tools and
Green your travels
materials are best used, and where to acquire
used materials, the book includes sections on
Farewell, my Subaru:
containers, fences, seating, decking, pathways,
an epic adventure in local living
and outdoor candleholders that give directions
Doug Fine, 2008 333.7209 FINE
on their materials
What happens when Doug Fine gives up city and creation.
living (and his Subaru) and relocate to rural
New Mexico in an effort to reduce his carbon
footprint? Laugh out loud as you follow the
successes and failures of his first year as he
grows his own food, uses solar power, and
drives a vegetable oil powered vehicle.

